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New Falcon Publications,U.S., United States, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book. Neo-Something Doom Puzzle is a playfully evil and sometimes violent book. It tells
the tales of several young hipsters and losers struggling for stability in a carnivorous universe.
Neuroses and bad luck weave together the ambitious journeys of the multiple protagonists. Hopes
and dreams are taken apart and perversely re-arranged in a universe full of manipulative bosses,
occult horror, awkward romance, perverse desires, morbid absurdity, living symbolism, and
adventure. Fast-paced prose and abstract story-structure add layers of meaning to an experiment
in narrative form. Sam is a naive and neurotic young man who is bullied by his family. He has a
ghost-limb and a dream to create video games. When he gets an internship at a video game studio
his bosses take advantage of his lack of experience, using him to spy on each other. He learns they
are in over their heads in occult pursuits, which becomes bad news for Sam. Meanwhile Sam s
deranged family won t let him be. Ted is a drug-damaged introvert who tries to rescue old friends
from a haunted mountain during a skydiving misadventure. He discovers a world...
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Reviews
It is really an awesome ebook that I have ever read. It typically fails to expense a lot of. I am very easily can get a enjoyment of studying a written ebook.
-- Delphia Fa y
Great electronic book and useful one. It can be writter in straightforward terms rather than di icult to understand. Once you begin to read the book, it is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- K ia n Ha r ber
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